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Marenco Swisshelicopter appoints new CEO
New leadership for the positioning as full-fledged player in the global
helicopter industry
Switzerland, December 7th, 2016

The Board of Directors of Marenco Swisshelicopter AG (MSH) has agreed with Martin Stucki on
December 5, 2016, that he will retire from his functions at MSH. Together they have appointed
Andreas Loewenstein as new CEO effective January 1, 2017. Bruno Gubser, Chief Operating Officer,
will assume his responsibilities ad interim.

The Board of Directors expressed its gratitude to Martin Stucki for his visionary ideas, relentless efforts
and entrepreneurial spirit that led MSH from a most respected engineering bureau to the brink of
becoming a full-fledged player in the helicopter industry. In his role, Martin Stucki has brought
significant contributions to the helicopter industry in Switzerland.

The Board of Directors is convinced that Andreas Loewenstein together with the MSH management
and employees will accelerate the transition from a technology pioneer to the first Swiss global
helicopter provider and manufacturer.

The Board of Directors confirmed MSH’s commitment to its Swiss roots and will even more strive to
expand the business activities in Switzerland and in particular at those Swiss locations, where MSH
has engaged in the construction of its new facilities.

Keep your eyes on the SKYe SH09
Swiss movement

Marenco Swisshelicopter Ltd. – Flugplatzareal 6, Mollis 8753, Switzerland
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About ANDREAS LOEWENSTEIN:
Andreas Loewenstein has 25 years of experience in business development and strategy in the European
helicopter and high-tech industries, as an Executive at Aerospatiale, EADS (today Airbus Group) and
Eurocopter (today Airbus Helicopters). Since 2010, he is Executive Vice President Strategy Partnership and
Innovation (CTO) and a member of the management Board of DCNS, the European leader in naval defence and
major player in marine renewable energy based in Paris.
Andreas Loewenstein graduated in law at the Friedrich-Wilhelm Universität Bonn, Germany and earned a Master
of Laws (LL.M.) in Air & Space Law and Economics at McGill University, Canada and he holds an MBA from HEC
(France). He is trilingual in German, French and English.
Andreas Loewenstein is married with three children and will move with his family to the Zurich area.

About MARENCO SWISSHELICOPTER (MSH):
Marenco Swisshelicopter Ltd. was founded in 2007 for the purpose of developing, building and commercializing
new concepts of turbine helicopters. With this industrial visionary concept, Marenco Swisshelicopter developed a
new generation of helicopter, the SKYe SH09, built with a design that concentrates on the key notions of
competitive superiority, modularity, and advanced ergonomics.
The SKYe SH09 is a new class of multirole helicopters, equipped with the best baseline in the industry that
incorporates a full glass cockpit suite, a dual hydraulic system and a dual electrical circuit. Delivering outstanding
hot and high performance and the largest cabin / cargo volumes, the SKYe SH09 helicopter is built for the most
demanding missions.

For further information
please contact:
Mathias Senes
Chief Commercial Officer
Marenco Swisshelicopter Ltd.
Tel.: + 41 (0) 44 552 33 33
Cell: + 41 (0) 79 788 38 93
mathias.senes@marenco.ch

www.marenco-swisshelicopter.com
Marenco Swisshelicopter Ltd. – Flugplatzareal 6, Mollis 8753, Switzerland
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